Objective: We studied the impact of online social support on patient self-care behavior in an online health community for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) patients. We conceptualized emotional and informational support provided by community members into nuanced sub-dimensions. We explored how the direct and interaction effects of these sub-dimensions impact the self-care behavior of a support seeker. Methods: We used data from 330 255 posts in 30 050 threads from POZ, an online health community for HIV patients. Our key variables-self-care behavior i , objective information j , experiential support j , and emotional tone j -were operationalized using linguistic analysis with self-generated dictionaries and Python libraries. We tested our hypotheses using Tobit regression. Results: Out of 6 null hypotheses, 5 were rejected. Objective information and emotional tone had an inverted-U relationship with self-care behavior. Experiential information and community involvement were positively related to self-care behavior. Community involvement amplified the inverted-U relationship between emotional tone and self-care behavior. No significant interaction effect was found between experiential support and objective information. Conclusions: Beyond a threshold, both informational and emotional online social support had a deleterious impact on self-care behavior of HIV patients. Our results suggested that caution should be exercised in the use of online health community interventions for HIV patients, and perhaps patients with other stigmatized chronic diseases.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in information technology, particularly social media, has created a new avenue for providing and seeking online social support via the Internet. Patients who suffer from chronic diseases, disabilities, or cancers find social media particularly useful as it enables them to seek relevant information and support from peers or experts to help them with their self-management of such longterm diseases. 1 On the other side, patients also provide social support to their peers via social media by sharing health-related information and their personal experiences about coping with and selfcare of their diseases. Recent studies have shown that 40% of those who sought health-related information on social media also shared their personal health experiences. 2 A recent meta-analysis showed an overall positive impact of social networking site interventions on health-related behavioral outcomes. 3 A study by Yan and Tan   4 shows a positive effect of online support on patients' mental health. While the findings on beneficial health impacts of online social support looks promising, we identified 4 avenues for further advancing this stream of research. First, while the literature analyzes impact of online social support on mental and emotional states, 4 there is lack of research on the role of online social support in promoting self-care behavior of a chronic disease. 1 Although patients' mental states such as good mood and happiness are desirable outcomes, they do not guarantee that the patients are performing actions required to manage their disease. Self-care "involves the range of activities individuals undertake to enhance health, prevent disease, evaluate symptoms, and restore health." 5 Since most chronic diseases are treated in home and outpatient settings, active patient participation is pivotal in managing the disease. 6 Thus, it is important to analyze self-care behavior as a key outcome of online social support in chronic disease management. Second, informational and emotional support, the 2 types of online social support analyzed in this literature, are analyzed in a very broad sense. 4 We argue that informational and emotional support could have important dimensions. For example, consider informational support. An online community member could provide informational support based on facts taken from the Internet or based on personal experience. This argument suggests that informational support could be conceptualized as objective information and experiential information. However, the literature is yet to disaggregate informational and emotional support into nuanced dimensions. The qualitatively different dimensions, taken separately and simultaneously (i.e., the interaction with one another) could have differential impacts on a support seeker's self-care behavior. Thus, it is important to conceptualize the fine-grained types of informational and emotional support. Third, prior research indicates positive health outcomes due to online social support. 4, 7, 8 However, ample evidence across disease contexts in the offline social support literature shows that beyond a threshold social support can lead to negative health outcomes. 9, 10 At higher levels, social support could manifest as over involvement from support providers, where the providers "become worrisome, overprotective, intrusive, and excessively indulgent and self-sacrificing in a way that burdens the patient and discourages autonomy and personal responsibility for self-care." 11 Moreover, discourse on the dark side of online health communities suggests these communities are a haven for overload of information and contacts, yielding a "paralyzing effect" on information seekers. 12, 13 Thus, there is a need to reconcile these differing views, and hypothesize and test a valid relationship between online social support and self-care behavior. Fourth, the literature is silent on the role of online social support in the management of stigmatized chronic diseases like human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). Patients suffering from these diseases face discrimination and, hence, have trouble disclosing their identity and establishing relationships. 14 This could have an impact on the quantity and quality of online social support sought and provided, and the ensuing self-care behavior. So, it is important to analyze whether online social support will induce self-care behavior in the stigmatized chronic disease context. Having identified the gaps in the literature in this area, we asked the research question: does online social support work in improving self-care behavior of a stigmatized chronic disease?
We addressed this research question in the following ways and make four contributions to the literature. First, with self-care behavior as the outcome of interest, we theorized the impact of online social support. By doing so we added to the online social support literature, which has only studied emotional and mental health outcomes. Second, we conceptualized informational and emotional support into fine-grained distinct types and hypothesize their direct and interactive effects on self-care behavior. By doing so, we provided a nuanced understanding of online social support, and its various types. Third, we integrated contradicting views on the impact of online social support by hypothesizing and testing a curvilinear relationship with self-care behavior. Fourth, we tested our hypotheses using a large dataset we constructed using data from an online health community for HIV patients. As a chronic disease and as a source of discrimination, HIV has societal and economic impacts. 15 Studies have reported poor adherence on self-care behavior ranging from 33% to 88%. 16 By analyzing the HIV online community, we extended the research on the effects of online social support to stigmatized chronic disease context.
HYPOTHESES
We disaggregated online informational and emotional support into 2 sub-dimensions-objective information and experiential information as 2 dimensions of informational support, and emotional tone and community involvement as 2 dimensions of emotional support. Table 1 provides the definitions, rationale, and the key differences between these sub dimensions. It also describes how we conceptualized these dimensions in an online health community context. A glossary of key terms used in this study is also provided in this table.
We built an online social support model of self-care behavior having conceptualized the nuanced dimensions. In the following section, we develop our model's 6 hypotheses. Figure 1 illustrates our research model.
Objective information includes facts that explain the underlying scientific mechanisms 26 including information about the etiology of the disease, information about medication and treatment, and information about coping with the disease and self-care. By virtue of providing knowledge of health risks and benefits, objective information makes the patients more informed. It helps patients understand the problems and the possible solutions associated with their disease. So, more objective information to the patient would suggest better understanding of their condition, and better actions for health improvement. 4, 27 However, beyond a threshold objective information manifests as information overload-a stressor for patients. 28 Due to information overload patients may perceive the support provider's reasoning behind self-care actions logically inconsistent. 29 They may tend to expend less cognitive effort 4, 30 and over-simplify the support provided by the community. 29, 31 So, patients may be less informed or even misinformed about the self-care. Overall, we argue that at low levels of objective information, patients will have no understanding of their disease. With increasing support, they become better informed and, hence, engage in self-care behavior. However, excessive information will manifest as overload and lead to superficial or even incorrect understanding of support provided, and; hence, patients will not engage in self-care behavior. Therefore, we hypothesize:
H1. There is an inverted U relationship between the objective information provided by online community members (j's) who respond to an individual member i and the engagement of self-care behavior by i.
There is abundant research delving into the importance and the impact of emotional management on the treatment of chronic diseases. [32] [33] [34] Patient morale is highly dependent on the emotional tone of the stakeholders, such as family, friends, and similar others.
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Emotional tone sends a signal to the support seeker that he/she is not alone and is taken care of. 4 Emotional tone sets the mood of a focal post, and a positive tone may shift members' focus from anxiety about their condition to how to deal with it properly. Emotional tone in the online context is even more salient for our HIV context because of the stigma associated with the disease, difficulty in disclosing their disease, and building relationships in the offline context. Knowing that other patients are successfully coping with HIV will provide assurance, and reinforcement, and reduce the attribution of personal blame. [35] [36] [37] Support seekers develop intimate relationships with online community members and motivate each other to perform health enhancing self-care actions. 38 However, beyond a threshold, 9 support seekers may perceive excessive emotional tone as "forced optimism"-rated as one of the unsupportive interactions from support providers. 39, 40 Evidence shows that such interactions lead HIV patients to use coping strategies such as denial and disengagement from self-care. 41 Patients may generate thoughts such as "I am dying and that's why people would say some good words to comfort me." Moreover, due to excessive emotional tone, support seekers might depend on others for satisfaction, thereby losing autonomy and control. Such a subversion of self-efficacy beliefs will negatively impact their self-care behavior. In sum, moderate 18 We conceptualized each thread as a "virtual group" formed to provide support to the support seeker. The support seeker is a patient who started a thread by posting some text that seeks support
Social support Social support refers to "information leading the subject to believe that he is cared for and loved, esteemed, and a member of a network of mutual obligations." 19 It is formed by the exchange of resources including verbal and nonverbal messages between 2 or more individuals. 20 Social support as a strategy to cope with stress, and improve behavioral, psychological, and physiological outcomes is well established in the public health, clinical psychology, and sociology literatures. By either directly integrating the receiver of support into a social network or by indirectly affording interpersonal resources to the receiver, social support affects health outcomes. 21, 22 Support Seeker A user of the online health community who posted a question. We denoted the support seeker as (i) Support Provider Support providers are all online health community members who responded to a support seeker's question in a thread. We denoted support providers as (j).
Definition and conceptualization of variables in our model
Self-care Behavior The range of activities individuals undertake to enhance health, prevent disease, evaluate symptoms, and restore health 5
Conceptualization:
Expression of self-care behavior by the support seeker in all his/her subsequent response after he/she initiated a thread
Objective Information
Objective information refers to receiving primarily factual information related to a particular disease condition and its management. 23 Objective information can be received by a patient suffering from a particular disease condition from a number of stakeholders in the healthcare ecosystem including healthcare professionals, family members, and friends (who may do some research on a particular disease and share information with their loved ones), and other patients also suffering from that same disease.
Conceptualization:
All the objective information a support seeker receives from community members in response to his/her question in a thread
Experiential Information
Experiential information refers to receiving information about actual experiences and insights of and the strategies used by patients suffering from the same disease as the focal patient. 8 Obviously, this type of information can only be provided by other patients suffering from the same disease condition and not by other stakeholders in the healthcare system. This type of support can focus on either the experiences pertaining to the disease and its symptoms or on experiences pertaining to treatment and management of the disease Conceptualization: All the experiential information a support seeker receives from community members in response to his/her question in a thread
Emotional Tone
Emotional tone is essentially psychosocial support received by a patient suffering from a chronic disease condition that is provided by the giver with the intent to provide care, cheer, comfort, and relief to the patient to enable him/her to cope with the symptoms of his/her chronic disease and to engage effectively in the self-care of the disease condition.
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Conceptualization:
Emotional tone from all the replies a support seeker receives from community members in response to his/her question in a thread
Community Involvement
Community involvement is the extent to which online community members participate in a thread. Community involvement is closely related to the companionship one would typically get with offline friends through chatting, group meetings, and other social activities. 4 We considered community involvement as another dimension of emotional support because it denotes the intimacy and the emotional attachment the community members have towards the online health community and its support seekers Conceptualization: Number of unique community members who reply to a support seeker in response to his question in a thread levels of emotional tone would motivate patients but excess optimism may cause hopelessness and loss of competence for self-care. At low levels of emotional tone, patients lack the emotional stability needed to get over the anxiety and stigma surrounding their condition. Thus, we hypothesize that:
H2. There is an inverted U relationship between the emotional tone in posts of online community members (j's) who respond to an individual member i and the engagement of self-care behavior by i.
We posit that experiential information will be positively related to support a seeker's self-care behavior. Support seekers who receive experiential information will be better informed. However, as opposed to objective information where the seeker received scientific information about the disease, experiential information provides first-hand information from a patient who is suffering from or who has successfully overcome a similar health condition. 8 Therefore, in addition to making the patients more informed, experiential information provides a model for the support seeker to follow. The social-cognitive theory argues that when people observe a model performing a behavior and the effects of the behavior, they are better able to remember and replicate that behavior. 42 Accordingly, the higher the level of experiential information, the better will be the learning of the positive consequences of self-care from other patients' personal experiences, and better actions from the seeker to improve his/her health. Thus, we hypothesize that:
H3. The higher the experiential information provided by online community members (j's) who respond to an individual member i, the more likely i will engage in self-care behavior.
We also argue that community involvement will be positively related to self-care behavior. Community involvement is closely related to the companionship one would typically get with offline friends through chatting, group meetings, and other social activities. 4 The companionship aspect of community involvement makes the support seeker believe that there are community members who enjoy the seeker's presence. 4 Consequently, support seekers believe that they are more than just an individual and get integrated into the threaded discussion. 4 Moreover, the support provided by the community members acts as a "talk therapy" to motivate them to perform self-care behaviors. 4 Community involvement is also closely related to the concept of social presence. In an online community context, social presence is the extent to which an online community projects or increases the awareness of community members to the support seeker. 43 Higher community involvement increases the social presence of online community members. By an enhanced sense of human contact, the community members act as a form of social capital providing the support needed to perform health enhancing actions. 44 When support seekers obtain a better sense of human contact, they feel a higher social presence and can trust the community members, which in turn alleviates the uncertainty associated with the support provided by them. 45, 46 Thus, we hypothesize that:
H4: The higher the involvement of online community members (j's) who respond to an individual member i, the more likely i will engage in self-care behavior.
Objective information is more influential if it is augmented with personal experience. In such situations, not only do the support seekers have information regarding the disease and its management through self-care behavior, they also have evidence to validate from personal experiences of community members. Experiential information adds validity and personal touch to the objective information. Yan and Tan 4 used a broader social support construct measuring both information and experiential support, and found significant health outcomes in online communities. So, we argue that objective information in a thread with high experiential support will influence a support seeker's self-care behavior better than a thread where there is low objective information. Thus, we hypothesize that:
H5. The experiential information provided by online community members (j's) who respond to an individual member i moderates the inverted U relationship between the objective information provided by (j's) to i and self-care behavior of i such that the positive impact of objective information on self-care behavior is stronger at higher levels of experiential information.
Community involvement can also amplify the impact of emotional tone on self-care behavior. The social presence theory argues that media high on social presence is best suited for conveying affective information. 47 By this logic, high community involvement in a thread makes the community members more salient for the support seeker, and this should amplify the influence of emotional support provided by them. Research shows that perceived social presence increases the trust in the message source, usefulness of the message, and comfort in processing the affective cues. 48 So, perception of high social presence in threads makes support seekers more receptive to the emotional tone of community members. Users would view the thread as a warm, sociable, and personal virtual counseling team. 43 In sum, the emotional tone and the associated care, cheer, comfort, and relief provided by such threads will better motivate the support seeker to perform health-enhancing actions. Thus, we hypothesize that:
H6. The involvement of online community members (j's) who respond to an individual member i moderates the inverted U relationship between the emotional tone in posts of online community members (j's) to i and self-care behavior of i such that the positive impact of emotional tone on self-care behavior is stronger at higher levels of community involvement.
METHODS
Data Sample
The dataset used in this research was constructed from an online health community-POZ, which was founded to facilitate information sharing that can help improve the lives of patients suffering from HIV. POZ serves its community members with daily news, treatment updates, personal profiles, videos, blogs, discussion forums, and an extensive online social network that includes 150 000 members. POZ's discussion forums (https://forums.poz. com) are one of the most popular and active online HIV/AIDS support forums on the internet with an outreach that includes 70% of the HIV positive people living in the United States. The forum supports more than 30 000 registered members and 20 forums organized by criteria such as HIV prevention and testing, disease stages ranging from newly diagnosed to long-term survivors, treatments and nutrition (e.g., antiretroviral therapy, Lipodystrophy and metabolic problems), and demographic characteristics (e.g., positive women). In these forums, members ask questions, share stories, and read posts from other community members. We collected data on posts, users and their profiles from May 2006 to March 2017 on 5 forums of POZ, namely "Living With HIV," "I Just Tested Poz," "Questions About Treatment and Side Effects," "Nutrition and HIV," and "Mental Health and HIV." Though we collected data from the forum "Research News and Studies," we did not include the threads from this forum in our analysis because these threads in that forum were focused on the discussion of HIV related news, and research studies on HIV medicines and cures. During the time period of our data collection, there were a total of 15 588 unique users who wrote 330 255 posts belonging to 30 050 discussion threads. In our analysis, we included every post during the data collection period. The median of total posts in a thread was 6 and the mean was 11. The median of the posts without support seekers' posts was 4 and the mean was 8. The median lifespan of a thread was 1 day and the mean was 45 days. Approximately 49% of the registered members did not actively participate in forum discussions by posting a message.
Measures
Prior literature used 2 broad automated methodologies for measuring variables from text data in online health communities. One methodology is based on linguistic features while the other is based on machine learning. Methods using linguistic features employ tools like Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) to extract the frequency count or percentage of words in a text that match the words from custom built and validated dictionaries representing specific linguistic dimensions (e.g., tense, pronouns), personal concerns (e.g., death, leisure), and psychological constructs (e.g., negative emotion). 49 Other operationalization methods using linguistic features extract features such as sentence count, words per sentence, parts of speech, question score that capture the complexity, style, and length of text messages. Tools such as OpinionFinder are used for these methods. 49, 50 Methods using machine learning employ unsupervised and supervised learning techniques. In unsupervised learning, statistical models like the Latent Dirichlet Allocation are used to identify hidden topics and the words corresponding to these topics in text messages. 49 Experts are used to prune down the topics and identify meaningful ones. Subsequently, variables are operationalized based on the extent of occurrence of these topics using statistical prediction or a word frequency count. In supervised learning, human coders assign numerical values or value labels to denote the extent of a construct in text messages. Statistical techniques like Latent Semantic Analysis are used to extract features from the text messages and the extent to which a feature can predict a value or a label. These features and their weights are then applied to the larger sample to predict the extent to which a text message represents constructs. Tools like Python, R, and LingPipe are used for machine learning purposes. 4 For this study, we used the LIWC program, 51 a popular linguistic analysis tool. We used LIWC 2015 for analyzing the texts posted by the patients on the discussion forums. LIWC 2015 also allows us to define a custom dictionary for analyzing text, a feature that we would be using for the calculation of self-care behavior scores. Prior research demonstrated a moderate correlation between ratings assigned by a human rater and LIWC Scores. 52 This tool has been used in the online health community context as well. Wang et al. 49 used selected dictionaries from LIWC dictionaries to investigate the effects of emotional and informational support on commitment of patients to online health support groups.
In this study, we conducted the analysis at the thread level. We concatenated all posts of community members (j) and support seeker (i) separately and use LIWC to analyze these texts. By focusing on the thread level, we were able to capture all social support a support seeker received from community members in response to his/her question. We were also able to model the self-care behavior as a function of social support by capturing the subsequent expression of self-care by the support seeker and regressing it on social support received from the community members. Using a thread-level ensures that the support seeker (i) indeed solicited and received social support from the community members (j). Table 2 lists the dependent, independent, and control variables, and their operationalizations. For our 4 key variables, we validated our automated measurements by having expert raters manually rate posts from our HIV forums. We provided 105 threads containing 485 posts to an HIV physician, who helped us to validate the measurement of our dependent variable-self-care behavior. These threads were selected randomly from 3 strata reflecting no, low, and high self-care to ensure variability in expert coding. The coding sample provided to the expert did not contain strata information. The 3 strata were based on an initial score that was assigned to self-care behavior using LIWC standard dictionaries for "achievement" and "reward" and a created custom dictionary based on the adherence questionnaire of AIDS Clinical Trials Group (ACTG). This coder coded the self-care behavior of the support seeker (i) in each post in a thread on a 3-level scale: 0 (no self-care behavior evident), 1 (low self-care behavior evident), and 2 (high self-care behavior evident). We then averaged the categorical values of self-care behavior for all posts in a thread to get an aggregate value of self-care behavior expressed by i in that thread.
Similarly, we provided 70 threads containing 585 posts to a senior HIV researcher, who helped us to validate the measurement of objective information and experiential information. These threads were selected randomly from 2 strata reflecting low and high objective information to ensure variability in expert coding. The coding sample provided to the expert did not contain strata information. The 2 strata were based on an initial score that was assigned to objective information using LIWC standard dictionaries for "biological processes" and "cognitive processes." This coder coded objective information and experiential information provided by support provider j's in each post in a thread separately on a 2-level scale: 1 (low objective or experiential information) and 2 (high objective or experiential information). We then averaged the categorical values of objective and experiential information separately for all posts in a thread to get 2 separate aggregate values for objective information and experiential information provided by j's in that thread.
Finally, in a similar manner, we provided 70 threads containing 586 posts to an HIV nurse practitioner who is the director of patient experience at an HIV clinic and counsels all HIV patients upon their initial diagnosis of HIV. These threads were selected randomly from 2 strata To measure self-care behavior of an "i," we created a self-made dictionary based on ratings by experts. We provided to an HIV physician 395 posts belonging to 105 threads that were selected randomly from 3 strata reflecting no, low, and high self-care to ensure variability in expert coding. The coding sample provided to the expert did not contain strata information. The three strata were based on an initial score that was assigned to self-care behavior using LIWC standard dictionaries for "achievement" and "reward" and a custom dictionary created based on the adherence questionnaire of ACTG. Using Python's Natural Language Took Kit (NLTK) and after removing stop words, we selected top 300 words from the posts that the expert coded as reflecting high self-care behavior. From these 300 words, we chose the words that most appropriately represent self-care behavior. After several iterations, we finalized a concise, pithy dictionary that succinctly captures self-care behavior. The raw score for the extent of self-care behavior of an "i" expressed in a thread is calculated as the unique frequency count of words in our self-care dictionary that appear in the concatenated subsequent posts by this "i" in this thread after his/her initial post. Prior literature shows that the frequency of appearance is a good indicator of relevance theoretically and empirically. [53] [54] [55] We adjusted this raw self-care score with 2 factors. First, it is possible that an "i" expresses self-care words but is expressing his/her intention, and not actual behavior. To account for such futurity in expression of a support seeker, we multiplied the raw self-care behavior score with a factor (100 À future_focus_score)/100. By doing this we penalize a post for high future focus. The future_focus_score was calculated as the percentage of words in the text that denote futurity-this value is calculated using the future focus dimension of LIWC. Second, there is also a possibility that support seeker "i" used self-care behavior-oriented words but was complaining about it. To account for this, we calculated the net emotion score for i's responses in the thread by subtracting the LIWC negative emotional tone score from the positive emotional tone score. When the net score was positive, we used the self-care score as it is. If the net emotion score was negative, self-care behavior was expressed in a negative emotional environment, indicating that the individual is probably not engaged in self-care behavior but complaining about it. In this case, we converted the adjusted score of self-care behavior as described above to zero Independent variables
This variable is measured as the amount of factual information about the disease and treatment management provided by "j's" in a thread. To measure objective information, we created a self-made dictionary based on ratings by experts. We provided to a senior HIV researcher 586 posts belonging to 70 threads that were selected randomly from 2 strata reflecting low and high objective information to ensure variability in expert coding. The coding sample provided to the expert did not contain strata information. The 2 strata were based on an initial score that was assigned to objective information using LIWC standard dictionaries for "biological processes" and "cognitive processes." Using Python's NLTK, we removed the stop words and selected top 300 words from the posts that the expert coded as containing high objective information. From the top 300 words, we chose the words that most appropriately represent objective information. After several iterations, we finalized a concise, pithy dictionary that succinctly captures objective information. Using this dictionary as input, we obtained the LIWC percentage score to quantify objective information in the concatenated subsequent posts by "j's" in a thread after a support seeker's question. This LIWC percentage score was our score for objective information Experiential information j
This variable is measured as the amount of experiential information provided by "j's" in terms of their personal stories and anecdotes from the past. To measure experiential information, we created a self-made dictionary based on ratings by experts. We provided to a senior HIV researcher 586 posts belonging to 70 threads that were selected randomly from 2 strata reflecting low and high experiential information to ensure variability in expert coding. The coding sample provided to the expert did not contain strata information. The 2 strata were based on an initial score that was assigned to experiential information using LIWC standard dictionaries for "past focus." Using Python's NLTK, we removed the stop words and selected the top 300 words from the posts that the expert coded as containing high experiential information. From the top 300 words, we chose the words that most appropriately represent experiential information. After several iterations, we finalized a concise, pithy dictionary that succinctly captures experiential information. Using this dictionary as input, we obtained a raw experiential information score as the LIWC percentage score for the concatenated posts by "j's" in a thread after an "i's" question. Further, we adjusted the experiential information score by 2 factors: (1) second-hand information and (2) first-person account score. We adjusted downward the raw experiential information score for second-hand information by a factor (100 À second-hand information score)/100 because there is a possibility that a "j" may have used words like doctor, telling, etc. that may indicate that the information contained in the thread was obtained from second hand sources like the Internet, a doctor, etc. rather than based on personal experience. We adjusted upward the raw experiential information score for first-person account by a factor (first-person account score/100) because we found that when "j's" share their personal experiences, they typically use first person singular pronouns like "i," "me," "mine," etc. For example, a post "I took the medicine and I felt better" has high experiential content compared to the zero experiential information in the post "my friend took the medicine and he felt better." To measure second-hand information, we first created a custom dictionary consisting of most-frequently used words by support providers that reflect second-hand information. To do this, we performed a word frequency count analysis on the text obtained after removing stop words from the concatenated posts of support providers in a thread using Python's NLTK. This custom dictionary was used to generate second-hand information scores for each thread using LIWC. Next, we calculated a first-person account score using the "first person singular pronoun" dictionary of LIWC. We used these two scores for adjustment as above Emotional tone j This variable is measured as the LIWC score on "emotional tone" obtained by analyzing the concatenated posts of "j's" in the focal thread Community involvement j
This variable is measured as the number of unique "j's" who reply to an "i" in response to his/her question in a thread (continued) reflecting low and high emotional tone to ensure variability in expert coding. The coding sample provided to the expert did not contain strata information. The 2 strata were based on an initial score that was assigned to emotional tone using LIWC composite for emotional tone. This coder helped us to validate the measurement of emotional tone, and coded emotional tone of support provider j's in each post in a thread on a 2-level scale: 1 (low emotional tone) and 2 (high emotional tone). We then averaged the values of emotional tone for all posts in a thread to get an aggregate value of emotional tone for that thread. We should note that we used a 3-level scale (with values of 0, 1, and 2) for coding our dependent variable self-care behavior in order to be consistent with our automated scores for self-care behavior which also contain a value of 0 either due to no expression of self-care by a support seeker or due to net negative emotional tone of the support seeker in the thread, as explained in our operationalization in Table 2 . For the other 3 variables, we only used a 2-level scale (with values of 1 and 2) as a score of 0 can be categorized in the low level category.
Since the values for our 4 variables at the thread level coded by human coders are fractional values (as they are averages of values for all posts in a thread), and the automated values are continuous ones that were generated using the LIWC program, we used Spearman's q to measure the correlation between human and machine coding of our 4 key variables. Spearman's q is the appropriate measure to use to understand the level of correlation between machinegenerated and expert-coded scores for our key variables based on the nonparametric nature of our expert coding data. Prior studies in the health informatics area, suggested a Spearman's q value of greater than or equal to 0.60 as acceptable for human-machine agreement in validating measures from automated text analysis tools. [57] [58] [59] The Spearman's q values for correlation between the human coder and LIWC scores were as follows: 0.75 for self-care behavior, 0.70 for objective information, 0.69 for experiential information, and 0.64 for emotional tone. All these correlations are above the recommended value of 0.60 for acceptable humanmachine agreement, and provide validity to our variable operationalizations using the LIWC program, as described earlier in Table 2 . We controlled for characteristics of different entities and different levels including the thread characteristics, the support givers' characteristics, and the support seeker's characteristics, as discussed in Table 2 , as they may have an impact on a support seeker's self-care behavior. This variable measures the willingness of an "i" to share personal information. Based on the information collected by this online community, we accounted for disclosure of age, gender, and location, with each being a binary code (0-not shared, 1-shared) and contributing to the self-disclosure score for the "i." For each user, we aggregated the three disclosure scores to form the self-disclosure score for an "i" (an integer value between 0 and 3). This score captures the openness of "i" and the extent to which he/she trusts this community Degree centrality i This is a social network measure gauging the centrality of an "i" in the reply network. It is measured by summing up the in-degree and out-degree of the "i" 56 Creator involvement i
This variable was measured as the number of posts by an "i" in a thread initiated by him/her. This variable reflects "i's" importance to that thread, which in turn could be related to self-care behavior Question score of posts i
This variable measures the possibility that an "i" asked questions about self-care behavior rather than actually engaged in selfcare behavior. We first split the concatenated posts by "i" in a thread into individual sentences using Python's NLTK tokenizers. We then classified each sentence in that thread into two categories: question or not a question. This variable was measured by counting the total number of threads generated by an "i" in this online community. This variable reflects how active the "i" is in the online community Control variables-capturing support provider's (j's) characteristics Crowd consensus j This variable reflects the degree of agreement in the support provided by "j's" in a thread. To calculate it, we considered all replies posted by all "j's" in a given thread. We generated a vector representation for each reply using Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency weighting. We used cosine similarity to measure the similarity of content between a pair of replies by community members. For every thread, we calculated similarity scores for every pair of replies and averaged all the scores to define crowd consensus for a thread Self-disclosure j This variable measures the willingness of "j's" to share personal information. Based on information collected by this online community, we accounted for disclosure of age, gender, and location, with each being a binary code (0-not shared, 1-shared) contributing to the self-disclosure score. We aggregated the 3 disclosure scores for each "j" to form the self-disclosure score for j (an integer value between 0 and 3). For each thread, we averaged the self-disclosure scores of all "j's" in the thread to generate a self-disclosure score j for the thread Control variables-capturing thread characteristics Year dummy variable Our dataset spanned 13 years, and there is a possibility that the online social activity might have changed over the years. We included 12 dummy variables in our model to account for the effect of each year from 2006 to 2017 Previous-interaction i,j
This measure quantifies the familiarity between an "i" and "j's" offering social support within this thread. Previous interaction is measured by the average number of interactions between an "i" and "j's" prior to the creation of this thread. For example, we traced the number of interactions between an i and j 1 , the i and j 2 . . . , the i and j n prior to focal thread, and averaged these numbers to get the previous interaction i,j for the entire thread Thread duration This variable was calculated as the difference between the date of creation of the thread and the date of last post (either by i or j). This measure gives a sense of the level of activity in the focal thread
Analysis
Our estimation method is based on the nature of our dependent variable. Since our dependent variable was left censored with potential negative values coded as 0 values in our dataset, as discussed below, we chose the Tobit model to test our hypotheses. A dependent variable Y is censored when we know the true value of Y only for a restricted range of observations but we observe all independent variables (X's) for all observations. For such observations, when values of Y are in a certain range, a single value is reported. Right censoring occurs when Y is above a certain value but we do not know by how much. 60 Left censoring occurs when Y is below a certain value but we do not know by how much. 60 In our dataset, we captured self-care behavior based on the support seeker's expression of the same in his/her replies in a thread. Non-expression of self-care behavior by a support seeker (which will be given a score of 0 in our operationalization) does not imply that the support seeker did not engage in self-care behavior. It is possible that the support seeker engaged in positive self-care behaviors and did not express it, receiving a value of 0 on his/her self-care score. It is also possible that the support seeker engaged in negative behaviors that are contrary to selfcare behaviors, and did not express them in the thread. In this instance, the true value of self-care behavior will be a negative score but our program would still give this individual a score of 0 on selfcare behavior in that thread. Finally, in some cases, individuals may use words associated with self-care but are overly negative in their emotional tone suggesting that they may actually be engaging in behaviors contrary to self-care. In such cases, we converted the selfcare score to zero as discussed in our operationalization above. Therefore, there is an issue of left censoring in our dependent variable with many observations potentially having a negative value that were coded as 0 in our dataset. In the presence of such censoring, standard estimation methods such as ordinary least-squares regression will not yield consistent parameter estimates. 61 To address this issue, we performed Tobit regression to model our dependent variable. Tobit regression uses all observations, both those at the threshold value of 0 and those below it, to estimate a regression line. The Tobit model is preferred, in general, over alternative techniques that estimate a line only with the observations above or below the threshold and/or neglect information about censoring.
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A requirement of the Tobit model is that the observations are independent. Independence is violated if the regression residuals (errors) are correlated within a cluster or a group and uncorrelated across a group. 61 In our data, a support seeker i could create multiple threads and subsequently express self-care in those threads.
Since we perform our analysis at the thread level, our data contains multiple observations from some of the support seekers. While our data contains independent units in threads, the errors of the threads across a support seeker i are correlated. So, if our Tobit model over predicts for one thread of a support seeker, it could also over predict for another thread of the same support seeker. 61 Consequently, we cannot make valid inferences based on the estimated standard errors. By clustering across i, we are telling our estimator the group (or the support seeker) to which each thread belongs. Accordingly, the Tobit estimator alters the calculation of standard errors that are robust to this clustering. We can now make valid inferences on our hypotheses because we have accounted for the fixed effects of i. In addition, to overcome the potential issue of multicollinearity among independent variables, we standardized all independent variables, i.e., transformed them to their respective z-scores. We used STATA 14 to estimate our model. Our model equation is provided below. Table 3 reports the means, standard deviations, and correlations for all variables. The correlations provide a sense of relationship among the constructs. For instance, self-care behavior i was positively correlated to experiential information j , emotional tone j , and community involvement j . The results of the Tobit regression are presented in Table 4 . Our Tobit analyses proceeds by first introducing our control variables (model 1), followed by the linear terms (model 2) and the quadratic terms (model 3), in a hierarchical way. A significant coefficient on the squared term indicates a curvilinear relationship. Positive sign for this coefficient would indicate a U-shaped pattern, whereas a negative sign would indicate an inverse U-shaped pattern. 63, 64 Therefore, a negative sign on b 28 and b 29 in our results would be in line with H1 and H2, respectively. A significant interaction of a quadratic term with a linear moderator term would indicate linear moderation of a quadratic relationship. Accordingly, a negative sign on b 32 and b 33 in our results will be in line with H5 and H6.
Self-Care Behavior
RESULTS
64 Table 3 . Correlation Table   Variable Our results in Model 4, Table 4 show that the coefficients of Objective Information squared j (b 28 ¼ À0.52, P < .001) and Emotional Tone squared j (b 29 ¼ À1.47, P < .001) were negative and significant. Thus, the null hypotheses of H1 and H2 were not supported, and we can conclude that objective information and emotional tone of support provider j's have an inverted-U effect on self-care behavior of i. In H3 and H4, we hypothesized that experiential information j and community involvement j were positively related to self-care behavior i . Our results in Table 4 showed that Experiential Information j (b 30 ¼ 2.35, P < .001) and Community Involvement j (b 31 ¼ 1.67, P < .001) were positively and significantly related to self-care behavior i . Therefore, the null hypotheses of H3 and H4 were not supported, and we can conclude that experiential information provided by and community involvement of support provider j's have a positive impact on self-care behavior of i. The coefficient of "Objective Information squared j Â Experiential Information j " (b 32 ¼ À0.02, P > .05) was statistically not significant. However, the coefficient for "Emotional Tone squared j Â Community involvement j " (b 33 ¼ À2.22, P < .001) was negative and significant. Therefore, we failed to reject the null hypotheses of H5 but the null hypothesis of H6 was not supported. Accordingly, we can conclude that community involvement amplifies the inverted U relationship between emotional tone j and self-care behavior i .
The nature of the above interactions is illustrated in Figures 2 and  3 . We plotted these graphs by examining the parameters of our regression equation at mean levels for all variables except the focal variables and at two different levels of the moderator terms, one at one standard deviation above the mean value and the other one standard deviation below the mean value of the moderator variable. The values of all the variables used in these graphs were calculated as described in Table 2 pertaining to the operationalization of variables. Figure 2 plots the impact of objective information (mean ¼ 11.46, SD ¼ 7.41) on self-care behavior (mean ¼ 3.25, SD ¼ 6.05). The range of objective information in this plot is [0, 25] . When objective information approximately reaches 13, the self-care behavior is at the peak. Figure 3 plots the impact of emotional tone (Mean ¼ 47.2, SD ¼ 29.17) on self-care behavior at different levels of community involvement (Mean ¼ 5.1, SD ¼ 5.74). Based on 61 SD, the values of high and low community involvement are set to 10.84 and 0 (the negative value of À0.64 is set to the minimum value of 0 for the community involvement variable). The range of emotional tone in this plot is [0,100] and when it approximately reaches 70-80, the self-care behavior reaches its peak. The coefficient for Emotional Tone squared j (b 29 ¼ À1.47) is approximately three times the coefficient for Objective Information squared j (b 28 ¼ À0.52), indicating that emotional tone has 3 times the amount of impact on self-care behavior than objective information. This is also supported by the range of Self-care Behavior i and the maximum values of self-care behavior achieved at different levels of Objective Information squared j and Emotional Tone squared j as shown in Figures   2 and 3 . While self-care behavior does not have a negative value in our operationalization, the negative values for self-care behavior in Figures 2 and 3 are achieved because we use the mean values for all variables except the focal variables (which will not always be true in reality) in the regression equation to calculate the impact only for the Robust standard errors in parentheses ***P < .001, **P < .01, *P < .05 focal variables on self-care behavior. Figures 2 and 3 thereby provide further support for H1, H2, and H6. We conducted robustness analyses with alternate model specification and variable operationalizations (see Supplementary Appendix A1 for details). Our results did not change in these analyses.
DISCUSSION
Theoretical and Practical Implications
Our study and its findings make four contributions to the health informatics and online social support literature. Our model and findings on the influence of online social support on self-care behavior addresses the gap in this literature which has primarily addressed mental and psychological health outcomes, 4, 65 and seldom addressed self-care behavior. Industry reports of low self-care behaviors in HIV patients attest the notion: medical answers to the self-care puzzle are inadequate. 16 We need behavioral solutions as well. In light of these alarming numbers, our study makes a valuable contribution. Moreover, though there is ample evidence about the beneficial self-care impacts of social support in an offline context, there is a paucity of literature about the health behavior impacts of social support received from other patients through social media in the management of chronic diseases. 66 Our study fills this gap. Second, our conceptualization of informational and emotional support lends a deeper view on online social support, its dimensions, and sub-dimensions. These subdimensions, taken separately and together (interactions) produced different impacts on self-care behavior. We filled the gap in the literature where social support is examined very broadly. Our conceptualization provides online community managers a nuanced way to classify the ever-growing textual data in online communities and predict health outcomes. Third, contrary to existing findings we showed an inverse-U relationship between both objective information and emotional tone on self-care behavior. We also showed the moderators of these effects. It is crucial to know if and how online social support has an impact on patient self-care given the proliferation of health-related social media sites, and growing participation in these sites. More importantly, are there any dark sides to online social support? By integrating the arguments from the offline social support literature, our results reveal the merits and demerits of online communities, especially of online social support to patients. Fourth, we studied online health community for HIV patients, as a case of stigmatized chronic disease context. Our results suggest that caution should be exercised in the use of social media interventions for HIV patients, and patients with other stigmatized chronic diseases. It also points to a "social support paradox" where patients who are stigmatized have no support, live in isolation, and seek support from the online health community. However, too much support can have adverse impacts on their health outcomes.
Implication for Health Informatics
We state 4 ways in which our research is novel from an informatics perspective. First, by studying experiential information we enhanced the online social support typology and provide informatics professionals an additional lens to view, store, and present text data posted by support providers in online health communities. We conceptualized experiential information as an additional dimension of online social support in addition to the objective information and emotional tone dimensions studied in the literature. 4, 67 Two, by studying community involvement, we contribute a novel social support metric that captures the user activity, and that complements the 3 text-based metrics of social support. Online communities are presented in a thread format allowing many support providers to contribute. Text based metrics such as objective information, emotional tone, and experiential information do not capture the number of support providers and the associated companionship aspect crucial to a support seeker. Our study fills this gap and directs the health informatics arena to leverage metrics that capture the more dynamic user involvement aspects of an online health community. Such metrics could inform us more about a threaded conversation, and about the involvement and collaboration of the various stakeholders in terms of the support they provide and its impact on the patient health as hypothesized and tested in this study. Third, ours is the first study to use a tool like LIWC that uses linguistic dimensions (and corresponding dictionaries) to operationalize the variables. Fourth, we build custom dictionaries based on ratings by experts to quantify online social support and self-care behavior for an HIV forum. The tool use case and our custom dictionaries can help informatics professionals to easily quantify massive, unstructured textual data in online HIV forums in automated ways, for better presentation, decision making, and impact analysis. Coupled with our findings on the quadratic effects of online social support, meaningful interventions can be devised to limit data in online health communities and to enhance self-care behavior of HIV patients.
Limitations
We acknowledged the limitations of this study and identify opportunities for future research. First, though we considered experiential information and objective information as separate dimensions of informational support, there is a potential overlap between these 2 variables. For example, a community member can provide objective information based on his/her experience thereby creating an overlap between objective and experiential information. Future work may apply supervised machine learning techniques to better differentiate objective information and experiential information. Second, as described in the previous section, we were only able to capture the selfcare behavior of those patients who expressed this in their threads. We assigned a value of zero to both those patients who may have performed self-care behavior but did not report in their postings, as well as to those who did not actually perform self-care behavior or engaged in negative behaviors but did not write about this in their posts on the online forum. This implies a possible measurement issue with our dependent variable. We would have also liked to use a Heckman 2-stage model with instrumental variables that predict a patient's likelihood of disclosing their self-care behavior to correct for this bias. However, given that HIV is a highly-stigmatized disease, there is practically no personal information available about the patients on the online forum that could be used as instrumental variables (that meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria) for the first stage model. Accordingly, we used a Tobit model to account for the left censoring of data with negative values assigned a value of zero in our study. Nonetheless, future studies may explore the possibility of obtaining good instrumental variables and using them to perform a 2-stage regression model to correct for the self-selection bias.
CONCLUSION
We studied the impact of online social support on patient self-care behavior in an online health community for patients with HIV, a stigmatized chronic disease. We disaggregated informational and emotional support into nuanced types and hypothesized their direct and moderating effects on self-care behavior. We used data from the POZ online health community, and operationalized our variables using LIWC, self-developed dictionaries, and Python's NLTK and Gensim libraries. We tested our model using a Tobit regression model. Based on our results, 5 of the 6 null hypotheses were not supported providing strong support for our research model.
